
Revolution 2022 Preview
It’s back to the pay per view schedule for AEW and that is a great thing
to hear. AEW has a pretty awesome track record for pay per views and
there is a good chance that it will do the same here. This time is a bit
different though as there is a staggering twelve match card with three
matches taking place on the Buy In. The positive thing is that the
matches look good, but dang that is a lot. Let’s get to it.

Buy-In: QT Marshall vs. Hook

We’ll start off with one of the fun ones here as Hook has taken AEW by
storm in his still short career. What seemed to start off as little more
than a big joke has turned into a pretty great run from Hook, who has
smashed a variety of people without overstaying his welcome once. I
believe this will be his first live match though and that could make for
a new challenge.

I mean, I say challenge as seriously as it can be meant as it’s Marshall
across the ring from him, meaning Hook wins this in a walk. There is no
reason to expect this match to go longer than about four minutes, with
Hook grabbing Redrum for the win. Marshall should be good for helping
Hook get to an ok match, but that’s about the extent of his usefulness in
this spot.

Buy-In: Leyla Hirsch vs. Kris Statlander

This one is already more interesting as you have two such different
styles. Statlander has taken the gloves off to insult her former friend
while Hirsch continues to look ready to maul various humans at any given
time. That should make for a showdown, though I’m not entirely sure how
well these two are going to work together. Statlander can do well, but
there are also times where she doesn’t quite click.

I’ll take Hirsch here, as she is rather perfect in her role as the tiny
killing machine who could pull Statlander into a variety of knots.
Statlander has promised a new version of herself, but that does not
necessarily mean she is going to win. Neither would seem likely for a
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future title shot, but a Hirsch push sounds like the better option of the
two. Either way I would expect at least one rematch, but Hirsch takes the
first one.

Buy-In: House of Black vs. Pac/Penta Obscuro/Erick Redbeard

I’m not sure why this match is on the Buy-in, as it feels like it could
headline either a Dynamite or Rampage and get more attention. Redbeard is
substituting for the injured Rey Fenix, so while I can understand wanting
to keep the feud warm until Fenix is back, it would seem that there are
some better options than going this way. Still though, it should be a
heck of a fight.

There is no reason for the newly expanded House of Black to lose here so
we’ll say they make up for their loss in the recent tag match. If nothing
else, Redbeard can be there to take a fall while keeping Pac and Obscuro
strong on the way to Fenix’s return. This should be a wild brawl if they
stick to what works best for them, but hopefully it gets the time that it
needs and deserves.

TBS Title: Jade Cargill(c) vs. Tay Conti

The Cargill express continues as she mows down one challenger after
another. That is going to make for a special moment when someone finally
dethrones her and the question becomes who gets be the giant slayer.
Conti is certainly a popular star and needs to win something big at some
point, but I’m not sure if this is the spot where she finally breaks
through.

I’ll take Cargill to retain here, as that is the more logical result.
While I could see Conti being the one, Cargill seems more destined to
eventually win the Women’s Title. I don’t know if she drops this title
first, but she needs to be kept strong on the way there. At this point
that means defeating Conti, who continues to be able to stay crazy
popular despite rarely wining anything important.

Face Of The Revolution Ladder Match

Well of course it’s a ladder match and this time the winner gets a shot



at the TNT Title. The appeal here is the amount of hosses involved in the
thing, which should serve for some interesting options. For once I don’t
think there are any names who can be immediately eliminated, which makes
this all the more interesting. It’s the sign of a well put together match
and AEW has set this up well.

I think I’ll take…Christian Cage to win here actually, as he really needs
something to do. Keith Lee is a viable option as well as he came in with
such fanfare, but he hasn’t exactly done much since his big debut toss of
Isiah Kassidy. Neither of the Team Taz members make the most sense and
Wardlow already has a story with MJF. Orange Cassidy….please no, so that
leaves Cage in a prediction that is likely to go wrong.

AHFO vs. Sting/Darby Allin/Sammy Guevara

There is something very telling about this match. Earlier tonight I
watched Andrade El Idolo, Sammy Guevara and Darby Allin tear the house
down in an amazing triple threat that served as the main final push
towards this match. That was great, but the idea of Matt Hardy being
involved drags the rest of it down. His recent Jeff Hardy teases make it
even worse and I’m not exactly interested in seeing the match.

The good thing is that it shouldn’t be a hard pick as I’ll take Sting and
company for the win. You don’t have someone like Kassidy involved here to
have his team win, so I’ll go with Allin pinning Kassidy so Sting can
celebrate his first match in Orlando in however many years it is since he
left Impact. This is another match that feels like it could be on
Dynamite though and that isn’t a good sign for the show.

Jon Moxley vs. Bryan Danielson

This was all but set for Full Gear last year when Moxley had to step away
for rehab. That was far more important, but I still want to see what
these two can do. Moxley may be a brawler most of the time, but he knows
how to make a match feel big. They have done that here, as there is
almost a will they or won’t they vibe to the whole thing. The question is
can Danielson get Moxley to join up with him, and we probably find that
out here.



I think they do get to that point eventually, so we’ll go with Danielson
winning here, likely through cheating. I’m not sure if they are going to
be able to come up with a way to get the fans to boo Moxley, but it might
work out if he gets to cut the right kind of promo. As much as I don’t
want some new heel power alliance, it might be the best thing for
everyone with Danielson having already run through his World Title shots
and Moxley needing something to do.

Women’s Title: Britt Baker(c) vs. Thunder Rosa

We’ve been waiting for this one for about a year now, as these two went
to war against each other back at St. Patrick’s Slam. Rosa won there,
which should mean that she is able to do it again and get the title that
she never picked up before. This is the match that has been set up for so
long now that it has kind of hurt Baker’s reign, as you knew the rematch
with Rosa was hanging over everything.

Despite an instinct to say otherwise, I’ll go with Rosa winning the title
here. It’s kind of interesting that the match feels like it is coming in
cold despite the history, as Rosa hasn’t done much lately. Other than
pinning Baker this week on Dynamite, I can’t think of any major win that
she has had in recent weeks. Then again I’ve never quite gotten how the
rankings work, but Rosa’s 4-0 is better than Hirsch’s and Deeb’s
because…well because she’s Rosa and is winning the title here.

Tag Team Titles: Jurassic Express(c) vs. Young Bucks vs. ReDRagon

I’m not sure what to think of this one but the Bucks getting another
title shot is one of those things that shouldn’t be a big surprise. At
the same time, it doesn’t feel like it is soon enough to put the titles
back on them, making them more of a possible spoiler or road block than
anything else. That leaves you with two potential winners, either of whom
could leave with the titles.

I think I’m going to go with Jurassic Express retaining here, as they
just haven’t held the titles for very long yet. If they lost here, they
would have the shortest reign in the history of the titles to date and
that is not something you want to see. ReDRagon will probably get the
championships one day, but for now I think Jurassic Express retains. They



can even do so with the Bucks costing ReDRagon the fall to continue the
Bucks’ emotional issues that are oh so interesting.

Chris Jericho vs. Eddie Kingston

Here we have another grudge match for Jericho, who thankfully has turned
heel after so many weeks of seemingly being ready to make the jump. That
should make for an interesting showdown, as Kingston can bring it on the
mic and does well enough in the ring to back it up. At some point he has
to win something though, and that seems to be the point we are reaching
now.

I’ll go out on a limb here and say they give Kingston the win here, as it
is LONG overdue to give him a big victory, which has even been the story
of the feud. At the end of the day, Jericho does not need to win another
match in his career and will not lose a step, so have him put Kingston
over and give him his big win merit badge. It needs to happen and this is
as good of a time as any.

World Title: Hangman Page(c) vs. Adam Cole

I know the tradition is that the World Title headlines the show, but come
on in this case. There are only so many ways you can present Page vs.
Cole as the biggest match on the card and it seems to be the case. This
just does not feel like a main event match, as Cole has felt like just
the next challenger instead of some big moment. Maybe it was having him
lose to Orange Cassidy and then moving into the title feud?

Page retains here and I don’t think there is all that much drama. There
is almost no reason to believe that Cole is taking the title here as Page
gets to retain the title on pay per view. The match is probably going to
be a good one, assuming they don’t go all the way with one of Cole’s
ridiculous long matches. I really hope this doesn’t headline, because
there is something that is just flat out better.

CM Punk vs. Maxwell Jacob Friedman

Like this could have been anything else. This has been one of the best
feuds AEW has presented yet (if not its best in history) and I want to



see these two get so violence that they cannot go much further. Some of
the angles that have taken place have been nothing short of amazing and
now they need to stick the landing (or at least this part of the landing)
to set up the big blowoff match. That means this needs to have a winner
and I’m not sure where to go.

I’ll flip a coin here and go with Punk, as his win sets up the big
blowoff, unless they have some other way for MJF to cheat and steal
another win. What matters here is the violence and blood that need to
come with a dog collar match and we should be in for a great one. Every
important step in this feud has been pure gold and if they can find that
again on the big stage, we are in for a treat.

Overall Thoughts

There is a lot of potential on this card, but it might be a hair too
long. AEW has a tendency to try and cram in too much and that might be
the case again here. That being said, the top part of this show is
looking pretty awesome and there are several matches that could be
nothing short of great. The dog collar match seems to be the big feature
attraction, and if that works out, this show is going to be the latest on
AEW’s incredible list.


